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saying of a doctor that   he 13 ignorant of the   them    There are several recognised defences to
first principles of medicine   )	actions of libel or slander —
(B) imputing dmnonestv to a person holding
an office of honour (e g Baying of a Councillor
that he gives contracts to his friends )
(e) imputing that a person has committed
a crime punishable by imprisonment (eg
saying of a man    he is no better than a
thief   )
 (d)	imputing  thab a person is suffering
from a contagious disease of a disgraceful kind
(especially a venereal disease)
 (e)	imputing unchastity to a woman or
girl
In these five cases publication of the slander
alone is sufficient to give rise to an action without
proof of special damage for slanders of other
kinds no action can be brought unless special
damage can be proved
Note also that no action can succeed either in
libel or slander mless the statement complained
of is (1) false and (2) defamatory and unless (3)
there has been publication to a third yarty
 (1)	The statement must be false    m substance
and hi fact     if it is substantially true the person
complaining has suffered no injury recognised by
law to his right to the inviolacy of his reputation
 (2)	The statement must be defamatoiy—le   it
must be one which    tends to lower him in tne
estimation  of right thinking members of the
community    or which is    calculated to expose
him  to   hatred   ridicule    or   contempt      (3)
Publication m this context means simply making
known the defamatory statement to at least one
thud party    If the defamatory statement is con
veyed only to the person defamed and to no one
else  there is no    publication    and the person
defamed has no civil remedy
In one exceptional case—where a defamatory
statement in writing is likely to lead to a breach
of the peace—the person making it may be
prosecuted for the offence of criminal libel for the
purpose not of compensating the injured party but
of upholding law and order (D9CD) In this
exceptional case the truth of the statement (see
above) is no defence and publication to a third
party is not necessaiy to secure a conviction
But there is no such offence as criminal slander
If a defamatory statement is made reflecting
on a elms of persons generally (e g an attack on
Methodists or coloured people or money
lenders ) that will not entitle a person who
happens to belong to thab class to bring an action
unless he can. show that he ^personally was aimed at
and defamed (But under the Eace Eolations
Act of 1065 it Is now an offence to stir up hatred on
the ground of colour ) The family of a deceased
person cannot bring an action for a hbel or slander
upon the reputation of the deceased
If the person sued puts forward the defence
that the words he used were not published of
and concerning the person bringing the action
the question must be decided whether those to
whom the statement was published could reason
ablv understand it to refer to him if such under
standing is reasonable then it is no defence for
the person who made the statement to show that
he did not in fact intend to refer to the other
person or even that the latter s existence was un
known to Hm
Some statements are defamatory in their
natural and tent/nary sense (e g John Brief is a
thoroughly dishonest lawyer ) others may
appear unexceptionable if looked at literally but
may have a defamatory meaning in a particular
context or in particular circumstances known to
the persons to whom they are published (eg I
hear Mrs B has left her doctor a lot of money A
fine kind of doctor he is I ) In cases of the latter
kind the person who claims that the published
words are defamatory of him must plead an to
nuendo—i e he must set out hi his statement of
claim the meaning In which he alleges the words
complained of were used It will be the duty of
the judge to decide as a matter of law whether
the words are capable of bearing that meaning
the jury will have to decide as a question of fact
whether the words complained of did actually
convey that meaning to those who heard or read
 
 (1)	Justification—A plea that the words com
plained of were substantially true    Once the words
have been shown to be defamatory it is for the
person who used them to prove their truth—not
for the party injured to prove them false
 (2)	Absolute Privilege —By common law or by
Act of Parliament   defamatory words used on
certain particular occasions though published to
third parties cannot give rise to any right of ac
tion    The occasion is    absolutely privileged
No party to any legal proceedings nor any witness
counsel or member of the jury nor of course the
judge can be called upon to answer for any words
he has used during the proceedings however spite
ful and however harmful they may have been to
the reputation of any other person    The rule
applies to pleadings de    allegations in writing
filed at the court) as well as to statements made
m court by word of mouth
Similar protection applies to words spoken hi
Parliament by a member of either House (though
words spoken outside either House are not pro
tected) And under the Parliamentary Papers
Act 1840 those who publish (in the ordinary
sense of the word) the proceedings of either House
by its authority are protected to the same way
so are official communications on affairs of State
made by a minister to the Monarch or by one
officer of State to another in the course of his
official duty To all these absolute privilege ap
plies
(3)	Qualified Pnvileoe —Apart from the cases
just mentioned  there are other occasions which
are privileged not abso'utely but in a qualified
sense    The nature of the qualification will be
explained below   meanwhile it may be said that
a privileged occasion of this latter kind arises
whenever the person making a communication
has an interest or a legal social or moral duty to
make it and the person to whom it is made has a
corresponding interest or duty to teceive it   A
common example is a reference given about the
character of a servant by a former to a prospec
tire employer   another is a report made on the
commercial credit of a trader by one person who
has dealt with him to another who intends to do so
Other occasions of qualified privilege are reports of
judicial proceedings of public meetings and of the
proceedings of municipal or other public bodies
Such occasions are privileged to this extent and
with this qualification—that there was no malice
(i e spite or other vmytoyer motive) in the mind of
the person when he made the communication
If there was malice then the fact that the occasion
was one of qualified privilege will not protect him
from an action for damages at the suit of the person
defamed In any such action it is the duty of the
judge to decide as a question of law whether the
occasion was one of qualified privilege it is for
the jury to decide as a matter of fact whether
the defendant was malicious hi what he wrote or
spoke (Contrast occasions of absolute pnmleoe
where the presence or absence of malice is im
material)
(4)	Fair Comment     on a matter of public
interest  —This form of defence is most commonly
employed   by   newspapermen    reviewers    and
critics   If this defence is to succeed the words to
which it relates must be really comment de
expressions of opinion  not statements of fact)
the comment must be concerned with a matter of
public interest (eg  & book, a play a musical pei
formanee a political speech or the public actions
of men in the public eye—but not their private
lives)    Lastly the comment must be fair—and it
cannot be f ah- If it is actuated by malice m the mind
of the commentator    If he has mingled with his
comment some statement of fact and that state
ment is Inaccurate or misleading that in itself will
prevent the comment from being regarded as fair
The onus is on the defendant who is pleading fair
comment to establish that what he is seeking to
defend Is really comment that the matter on which
he commented was one of public interest (not for
example private scandal) and that the comment
is not based on any raisstatement of facts or other

